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Use of a Novel Fiber Optical Strain Sensor for
Monitoring the Vertical Deflection of an Aircraft Flap
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Joseba Zubia, and Carmen Vázquez

Abstract—The present paper reports the use of a plastic optical
fiber-based sensor for elongation measurements in an aircraft flap
subjected to different types of flexural loading conditions. The
sensor, bonded to the surface of the aircraft structure, relies on
measuring the phase shift that occurs between two sinusoidally
modulated light signals when the aircraft structure is bent. The
light signals are guided through two optical fibers, one of them
fixed to the top surface of the flap, and the other one to the bottom
surface. The sensor offers good signal stability and repeatability
and represents a cost-effective alternative to other more sophisti-
cated health-monitoring systems currently used.

Index Terms—Composite structures, elongation, flexural tests,
plastic optical fiber (POF), POF-based sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT YEARS, there have been efforts for developing
load-bearing structures that include health-monitoring sys-

tems. These systems represent an important aspect in the main-
tenance of different types of structures (e.g., bridges, roofs of
sport centers, blades of helicopters or of wind power plants,
airplane wings, etc.) through the use of embedded or surface-
bonded sensors. In the case of the aerospace industry, the contin-
uous flutter of wings during flight reduces significantly their ser-
vice life. Therefore, a real-time self-diagnostic system that has
the ability to monitor the dynamic response of these structures
under the influence of loading conditions is clearly interesting.

Fiber-optic sensors offer many advantages over their elec-
trical counterparts—these include their electromagnetic immu-
nity, light weight and minimal intrusiveness when embedded
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in load-bearing structures. These sensors have already been in-
troduced and demonstrated in structural monitoring of several
physical quantities, including deflection, vibration, and temper-
ature [1]–[11].

Although a number of approaches, such as fiber Bragg grating
technology or interferometric techniques offer excellent perfor-
mance, they generally require expensive signal processing hard-
ware to acquire and analyze the optical signal [12], [13]. How-
ever, the high measurement resolution provided by these sensors
is often unnecessary and other simpler and more cost-effective
optical fiber-based sensing schemes may offer an interesting al-
ternative for integration of the sensors into structures. The trans-
duction technique based on intensity modulation of light pro-
vides simple and potentially low-cost devices because it is easier
to measure the optical power than the phase or the state of po-
larization of light [14], [15]. In addition, this is the most suitable
approach with multimode fibers because the phase and state of
polarization is lost when light propagates through this kind of
fibers.

Recently, plastic optical fibers (POFs) have been attracting a
considerable amount of attention due to a number or reasons.
Amongst the advantages, their low cost, ease of termination
and coupling, and their relatively high resistance to fracture can
be mentioned. Furthermore, their use as transducers in sensing
applications requires no more than light emitting diodes and
photodiodes, and as the sensing principle relies on the modu-
lation of light intensity, sophisticated signal interrogation tech-
niques are not necessary [2], [16]–[18]. For all these reasons,
they are more simple to handle in field applications than their
glass counterparts.

This paper reports, for the first time, the results of a series of
tests in which a POF-based sensor was used to monitor the de-
flection of an aircraft flap subjected to different types of loading
conditions. We begin by presenting the vibrating modes of a
cantilever beam to justify the exact positioning of the optical
fiber on the aircraft structure. Then, the principles of operation
of the sensor are explained. After that, we describe briefly the
experimental programme followed to carry out the experimental
tests. Next, the experimental results are presented and discussed.
Finally, we summarize the main conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to gain an insight into the real strain distribution
along the flap structure and to be able to justify later (in
Section IV-A) the positioning of the sensor-fiber on the aircraft
flap surface, this section summarizes the theoretical aspects
of the vibrating modes of an isotropic cantilever beam. The
cantilever beam model, which provides a means of calculating
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Fig. 1. Displacement caused by the first two modes of vibration of a cantilever
beam as a function of the normalized beam length ��� at � � �.

the load-carrying and deflection characteristics of beams, has
been chosen for an approximated analysis of the flap rudder.

Let us consider a cantilever beam subjected to a point load
at its free end. When the load is removed from the displaced

beam, the beam will return to its original shape. However, inertia
of the beam will cause the beam to vibrate around that initial
location. Assuming that the elastic modulus , the inertia , and
the cross-sectional area are constant along the beam length
( ), the equation for the free vibration is [19] and [20]

(1)

where is the deflection of the cantilever beam, the
linear mass density of the beam, and the
load function used to model the vibration of the beam. The so-
lution to this differential equation is

(2)

where the constants and are related by

(3)

The amplitude depends on the initial position of the beam
at in the following way:

(4)

Fig. 1 shows the displacement caused by the first two modes
of vibration at . The displacement is given in arbitrary
units. Notice that the third and higher order modes have not
been represented, because the contribution to the overall dis-
placement of the beam becomes smaller as the mode number
increases.

The strain describes the relative deformation or change in
shape and size of a material under applied forces. It can be ex-
pressed, in the case of a beam, in terms of the radius of curva-

Fig. 2. Normalized strain � as a function of the normalized position along the
flap ��� for the first mode of vibration and at a particular instant of time. �:
length of the flap.

ture of the beam, , and the distance from the neutral axis of the
beam, , in the following way:

(5)

This equation establishes that the longitudinal deformations
are proportional to the curvature and change linearly with the
distance from the neutral axis. For small rotations of the beam
in which the curvature is small, the radius of curvature can be
written as

(6)

Fig. 2 shows the normalized flexural strain distribution along
the flap for the first mode of vibration. The positive value of the
strain represents that there is an elongation of a carbon fiber,
which is located at a vertical distance and subjected to tensile
load. It can be seen that the strain decreases along the length of
the beam from its maximum value at to the tip of the flap
at .

III. SENSOR PRINCIPLES

Fig. 3 shows schematically the configuration of the POF-
based elongation sensor. The POF is the sensitive element of
the system. It has the following characteristics: a step-index re-
fractive-index profile, a numerical aperture of 0.5, and a core
diameter of 980 . These characteristics make it multimode
at the wavelength of 650 nm. The voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO) sends a sinusoidal electronic signal with an adjustable
modulation frequency to the emitter. The emitter converts
the electronic signal into an optical one and transmits it to the
Y-coupler. The Y-coupler splits the signal into two equal op-
tical signals: one propagates along the measuring fiber 1 and
the other one along the measuring fiber 2. When the measuring
fiber 1 elongates under stress, the light propagating along the
measuring fiber 1 has to cover a longer distance and, therefore,
the phase difference between both optical signals ( )
changes. The two photodetectors (PD1 and PD2) convert the
optical signals into electrical ones, and the phase comparator
( ) compares them in order to detect the phase shift, and it
reports the corresponding voltage. The data acquisition system
(A/D) from National Instruments (model NI-USB6210) offers
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the sensor principle. VCO: voltage-con-
trolled oscillator, PD1: measuring photodetector 1, PD2: measuring photode-
tector 2,��: phase comparator, A/D: analog-to-digital converter.

up to a 16-bit resolution in the analog-to-digital conversion of
the output voltage from the phase comparator, which is then dis-
played in the computer.

The output voltage from the phase comparator can be con-
verted into the corresponding phase shift by using the fol-
lowing relation: 10 mV is equivalent to 1 of phase shift [21].
The corresponding elongation is calculated as [22]

(7)

where is the speed-of-light in vacuum, and is the core
refractive index of the fiber.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

A. Preparation and Installation of the Sensor

The POFs were surface-bonded to a flap rudder. Different
bonding materials like adhesives, glass-fiber reinforcements and
a fiberglass filler were tested to fix the POF to the flap. The latter
was a carbon-fiber reinforced composite with a honeycomb core
and a surface of a composite material made of a resin preim-
pregnated with carbon-fibers (prepreg). Finally, the most suit-
able solution for bonding the POF to the flap surface consisted
in a two-step approach with an adhesive for a first fastening of
the POF to the surface and then a fiberglass filler to fix the fiber
position.

Fig. 4 shows a picture of the bottom surface of the flap with
the POF bonded to it. The measuring fiber 1 was fixed to the
top surface of the structure, and the measuring fiber 2, instead,
to the bottom surface. We used a loop-shaped configuration in
both cases. When bending the flap, one of the POFs was elon-
gated whereas the other one was compressed. This gave rise to
a phase shift between both light signals, which produced a
high voltage level at the output of the phase comparator. This
voltage value, which includes the fourfold-elongation experi-
enced by the four fiber sections (two sections on the top surface
and the other two on the bottom surface), was divided by four
in order to obtain the voltage corresponding to the elongation of
the bent wing structure.

Regarding the fiber location on the aircraft structure, the cri-
terion chosen to install the fiber assumes that approximately
free vibrations are experienced by the structure. The free vibra-
tions of the beam are intended to simulate real service condi-
tions of the flap rudder. This simple criterion for the installation
of the fiber gives rise to two different configuration. As shown

Fig. 4. Picture of the bottom surface of the aircraft flap with the POF fixed to it.
The POF, in a loop-shaped configuration, has been installed with two different
semilengths of 2 m and 1 m.

in Section II, the first and second modes of vibration have the
highest influence on the load distribution of the structure. There-
fore, a convenient way of installing the fiber on the surface of
the aircraft flap is to fix it longitudinally along the spatial dis-
tribution of each mode, so that two different fiber configura-
tions will arise from it. In the first one, the loop-shaped fiber of
semilength of 2 m extends longitudinally almost to the wing tip,
following the distribution of the first mode (thus, covering half
a period of the fundamental mode of vibration), whereas, in the
second configuration, the 1 m-semilength loop-shaped fiber ex-
tends along half a period of the spatial distribution of the second
mode of vibration. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the disposition of
both loop-shaped fibers on the bottom surface of the aircraft flap.

B. Experimental Methodology

The response of the sensor under flexural-type loading condi-
tions was investigated in the test assembly shown in Fig. 5. The
experimental setup is similar to those frequently used in typical
certification tests of aircraft structures, in which the load-appli-
cation velocity is not considered.

Here, one end of the flap was mounted on the interface plate
attached to the framework. The load to deflect the flap tip up to
10 cm upwards and downwards was applied on the other end
of the structure by means of an MTS 243.17 hydraulic actuator
with a stroke of 508 mm and a nominal load of 50 kN. The max-
imum applied force for bending the aircraft flap to its maximum
deflection value of 10 cm was only of 84 N, due to the high
flexibility of the wing structure. Both the interface plate and the
actuator were fixed to the testing structure using clamping jaws.
In order to avoid damages to the flap, the surfaces in contact
with the clamping jaws were protected by 4 mm-thick neoprene
panels.

The results obtained from the fiber optical elongation sensor
were compared with those obtained from a reference system.
This was a 3-D camera attached to a 6 m-high column placed
near the flap. The camera detected the 3-D coordinates of the
reference points, which were located directly along the installed
optical fiber, and the displacement of the reference points was
calculated by means of software.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup used in the deflection tests. (a) Different components of the test assembly. (b) Picture of the test assembly.

Fig. 6. Output voltage during a single-move flexural loading of the flap from
the horizontal position down to the maximum flexural value of ��� �� and
back to the horizontal position.

In order to evaluate the functionality of the POF sensor, dif-
ferent tests consisting of single moves, step-type movements,
and cyclical-type movements at varying velocity were carried
out.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 6 shows the output voltage as a result of one-cycle
flexural loading of the flap from the horizontal position down
to (loading process) and back to the starting posi-
tion (unloading process), using the loop-shaped POF of 1 m
of semilength. It can be seen that the output voltages at the
beginning and at the end of the movement were the same and,
therefore, the sensor did not exhibit any obvious sign of hys-
teresis at the end of the test. In what follows, unless otherwise
indicated, the figures will refer to the fiber configuration of 2 m
of semilength.

Fig. 7 plots the output voltage when the flap was deflected
both upwards and downwards, starting from the horizontal po-
sition. The repeatability of the signal under flexural loading was
very satisfactory. Additionally, the elongation of the aircraft

Fig. 7. Output voltage under cyclic flexural loading from��� �� to��� ��.

structure for and for was nearly the same. In
both measurements, the value is a distributed one. For ,
a value of 260 was obtained, whereas the value was 290
for . On average, the elongation measured upwards was
about 30 longer than that measured downwards. The re-
peatability of the sensor signal can be clearly seen from the
graph, although slight variations can be detected (e.g., when
we compare the output voltage levels corresponding to the hor-
izontal position of the aircraft structure at two different cycles
in Fig. 7). An uncertainty of 0.38 mV in the measurement of the
output voltage with respect to the horizontal dashed line used
as reference in Fig. 7 yields an uncertainty of 2.7 mm in the de-
flection of the flap. The actuator itself can be responsible for the
uncertainties obtained in the measurements.

Let us now consider the resolution of the installed POF
sensor. When it is uncoupled from any structure of interest, a
resolution of 5 – 10 was achieved [2]. However, in order
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Fig. 8. Output voltage as a function of time when the actuator is at its reference
position.

Fig. 9. Output voltage under flexural loading for three different velocities of
the actuator.

to consider possible effects of the bonding process on the
performance of the sensor, we have determined the resolution
once the sensor was installed on the aircraft flap. Fig. 8 shows
the output voltage as a function of time when the actuator
is at its reference position (horizontal position of the aircraft
flap). The average value is 900 mV, and the standard deviation
is , which turns out to yield, according to (7), a
resolution of 7 for the elongation, which agrees with the
value obtained for the uncoupled sensor. This resolution can
be improved by considering more thoroughly several important
factors such as the resolution of the actuator, or material de-
formation with temperature changes, but this improvement is
often unnecessary in some structural monitoring applications.

The tests were also carried out at different velocities of the
actuator. Fig. 9 shows the results obtained at 1 cycle/40 s,
1 cycle/20 s, and 1 cycle/10 s. It is clear that the sensor suc-
cessfully monitored the loading and unloading processes of the
flap, exhibiting excellent repeatability of the results in all cases.
The maximum and minimum results were also independent of
the velocity of the actuator.

The flexural tests were extended to investigate the effect
of continuous movement on the stability of the results. In
this part of the study, due to the configuration of the actuator,
the movement was stopped for a short time after every cycle.
Fig. 10 shows the results obtained for a displacement rate of
1 cycle/40 s. It is clear from the plot that the sensor did not un-
dergo any observable short-term fatigue effects. The excellent
stability of the maxima and minima highlights the system’s
repeatable response. Although not shown here, this stability can
also be observed at different displacement rates of the actuator.

The third type of flexural test considered in the measurements
was the step-type movement with a step-size of 1 cm. Fig. 11
shows the output voltage obtained in the loading (up to )

Fig. 10. Output voltage under cyclical flexural loading.

Fig. 11. Output voltage during a step-type movement of the flap. The wing
moved downwards in steps of 1 cm from the horizontal position up to the max-
imum deflection value of��� �� and returned back to the horizontal position.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the elongations provided by the fiber optical elongation
sensor corresponding to its two fiber configurations (continuous line for 2 m and
dash dotted line for 1 m of semilength).

and the unloading of the flap. It can be seen that some steps show
bigger increments than others. In addition, the increment of any
step upwards and that of the corresponding symmetrical step
downwards do not coincide with each other. As a consequence,
the sensor exhibits clear signs of hysteresis at the end of the test.
This can be explained by taking into account the distributed na-
ture of the sensor, which does not record the local response at
fixed points on the surface of the structure, but the overall re-
sponse to the flexural loading applied to the structure. In order
to clarify this point, let us consider the two configurations of
the fiber optical elongation sensor, namely the 1 m-semilength
loop-shaped fiber and the 2 m-semilength one. Fig. 12 com-
pares the elongation data obtained in both cases in the step-type
test. The maximum elongation provided by the fiber of 1 m of
semilength (first configuration) was of 246 , whereas in the
2 m-semilength fiber (second configuration) the maximum elon-
gation value was of 438 , which is less than twice the value
provided by the 1-m-configuration. This suggests that the fiber
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the elongations provided by the fiber optical elongation
sensor and the camera-based reference system. Step-type movement with a step
size of 1 cm.

optical elongation sensor detected a higher elongation along the
first meter of the flap starting from the clampled end than along
the second meter (nearer to the flap tip). This implies that the
strain values are higher near the clampled end of the structure
than near the tip, a fact well known from Euler–Bernoulli beam
theory and shown graphically in Fig. 2. In addition, it is also
worthy of note in Fig. 12 that the response of the sensor is more
symmetrical in the case of the 1 m-semilength fiber. This can
be explained by taking into account that the fiber of 1 m of
semilength is installed on a surface region where the fiber yields
greater phase shifts due to the higher strain values, so that, for a
fixed deflection value of the flap tip, the response of the sensor
is better in the 1-m configuration. This argument is supported
in [23], where step-type tests carried out on an aircraft structure
with fiber Bragg grating-based lumped sensors have shown that
the response of the sensor was better (more symmetrical and
with no hysteresis) when it was installed near the clamped end
than when it was installed near the tip.

In order to validate the results obtained in the step-type tests
with the fiber optical elongation sensor, we have compared them
with those provided by the reference system. Fig. 13 shows
the elongations provided by both the fiber optical elongation
sensor and the camera-based system in the step-type flexural
test shown in Fig. 11. The reader is cautioned that the camera-
based system is usually used to measure smaller deformations
such as those occurring in vibration analyses. For this reason, in
the case of stronger deformations, as in our case, the measure-
ments are not as accurate as those obtained in small deforma-
tion analyses. This can give rise to anomalous elongation values
or even missing elongation values. Although two data points
(data corresponding to step numbers 4 and 16 in Fig. 13) are
missing, and although some other points (data corresponding to
step numbers 2 and 18) are out of range in the measurement
of the camera-based system shown in Fig. 13, the results are
relatively good and come to confirm the validity of the results
obtained with the fiber optical elongation sensor, and also the
better peformance of the fiber-based sensor in comparison with
the camera-based system. Both sensors detect a maximum elon-
gation of 450 for a deflection of the wing of (step
number 10).

VI. CONCLUSION

The response of a POF-based elongation sensor sur-
face-bonded to an aircraft flap has been investigated. The tests

conducted on the flap have demonstrated the potential of the
sensor for monitoring the elongation of the aircraft structure.
The high degree of repeatability and lack of hysteresis of the
sensor signal observed in single movements and cyclical-type
movements at different velocities highlight its potential for use
in different operating conditions. In addition, the comparison
(when possible) of the POF sensor and the camera-based used
for validating the response of the POF sensor have demon-
strated the superiority of the fiber optical strain sensor.
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